RECLAIMING THE
CULTURE
By Rebuilding the Trust in the Authenticity,
Authority, and Inerrancy of The BIBLE

Thou shalt learn

“apologetics”
1 Peter 3:15 (rephrased)

CLICK HERE TO
GET EQUIPPED TO SURVIVE NIHILISTIC
CULTURE

APOLOGETICS
PRESENTATION SERIES
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This is the ninth presentation in the Apologetics presentation series. The purpose of this series is to prepare our kids and youth and
everyone to survive the vicious attacks on Christianity and God in all the education and media system. We will post a new
presentation every 2-3 weeks. Look for subjects as:
Did Science Kill God? (posted)
Where are we Heading (posted)
Big Bang or smoke screen (posted)
Creation antagonists witness (current)
Evolution or delusion (posted)
Evolutionists Plight (posted)
It is Young World After all (posted)
Lies into Facts (& Back) (posted)
Reclaiming Culture (current)
Satanic Aluminate – Doctrine that Damned America
Scientific facts in The Bible
Six days Creation
The Trojan of Deep Time

Iron Clad Evidence
Humanoid- Myth or Truth
The Incredible Design of the Human Body
The Amazing Created Human Brain (current)
The Amazing Created Human Heart
The Amazing Created Human Respiratory System
The Amazing Created Human Digestive System
The Amazing Created Human DNA
The Amazing Created Human Ear
The Amazing Created Human Eye
The Amazing Created Human Reproduction Process
Intelligent Design
A Scientific Dissent from Darwinism
12/28/2019
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WHY THIS SERIES?
The purpose of this series is to teach Apologetics to our people. It is very important that we equip ourselves by the right information about the
existence of God & the authenticity and infallibility of His book all with evidences from science. This kind of education has never been so
badly needed as it is now for our kids and youth to survive the vicious attacks on the Bible and God in all walks of life, be it school system,
media, press, books, museums, colleges, social, entertainment, …etc. This vicious attack, although as old as creation itself, it increased during
the enlightenment age but it sky-rocketed since the 1970’s. The root cause of all these attacks unquestionably is the evolution theory which
replaced the godly creation by godless one and therefor there is no need for God with all the moral and legal responsibilities to submit to His
authority and commands and not living sinful life.
This series will have sections refuting evolution be it cosmic, chemical, astronomical, organic, and biological. Other sections discussing all-ornothing complex systems that are impossible to explain through bit-by-bit random evolutionary processes as incredible examples of God's
handiwork in His creation.
This current presentation discusses how to reclaim the Biblical culture back from nihilistic one. The humanistic teaching in the public schools,
while the Church is not counteracting it, leads to wide-spread of the anti-religion and anti-God culture. This teaching started in early seventies.
Today all decision takers and society leaders are the alumni of this teaching and they are dragging the culture deeper and deeper into the
nihilistic abyss. This presentation discusses the reasons and the treatment out of this disastrous downhill free fall.
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AND BEYOND IMAGINATION THAT AFTER PLENTIFUL DISCOVERIES OF SOFT TISSUES AND BLOOD IN PARTIALLY- OR UNFOSSILIZED DINOSAUR REMAINS THAT PALEONTOLOGY AND RELATED SCIENCE DISCIPLINES STILL MAINTAIN THAT
DINOSAURS LIVED MILLIONS OF YEARS AGO AND REFUSE TO OBJECTIVELY AND SCIENTIFICALLY FACE THE EVIDENCE OF
YOUNG EARTH. SPECIALLY THAT C14 TESTING ON FOSSILS, DIAMONDS, PETROL OIL, AND COAL YIELDS RESULTS OF 50,000
YEARS OLD OR YOUNGER. MAJORITY OF AGING PROCESSES YIELD YOUNG EARTH AND UNIVERSE. RADIOMETRIC AGING
PROCESSES YIELD ERRONEOUS INCONSISTENT AND UNRELIABLE AGE OF KNOWN LAVA SAMPLES. THE OLD, EXTREMELY
OLD AGE OF THE EARTH IS THE ONLY HOPE FOR EVOLUTIONISTS THAT EVOLUTION MAY HAD HAPPEN, BE IT AS SLIM AND
INFINITESIMALLY SMALL IN THE ORDER OF 10-40,000 OR LESS. AND WE KNOW THAT EVOLUTION IS THE CART BLANCH USED
TO PURSUE NIHILISTIC LIVING.
SCIENCE SHOULD BE UNBIASED AND WITHOUT PREJUDICE IN ITS GOAL OF UNCOVERING FACTS. OTHERWISE IT DOES NOT
WARRANT OUR TRUST. IMAGINE IF A SIMILAR DISREGARD FOR THE SCIENTIFIC PROCESS EXISTED IN PHARMACEUTICAL
OR MEDICAL AREAS, AND THE DANGERS OF A NEWLY DEVELOPED DRUG OR SURGERY WAS HIDDEN FROM PATIENTS AND
NOT DISCLOSED IN SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE TO AVOID LOSS OF SOME INVESTMENTS. IN THAT CASE WE WOULD LOSE OUR
TRUST IN THEM. THE SAME GOES FOR ALL SCIENTIFIC AREAS.
THIS PRESENTATION DISCUSSES THE HOW THE EVOLUTION/NIHILISTIC PARADIGM TOOK OVER THE CULTURE, ITS EFFECT
ON THE MORALS AND HOW CAN WE FIGHT BACK.
12/28/2019
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BIGGEST LIE EVER
It is mind boggling to look back on the past two and half Centuries and see how less than hand full of self-proclaimed
scientists were used maliciously by the devil to plant, germinate, and boom the worst and most destructive lie since
Genesis 3:1 “Did God say..”; the anti-God and Creation: evolution.
For instance, despite its superficial claims, evolution hijacked all science disciplines uprooting centuries long of
scientific, logic, and philosophic paradigms giving birth to uniformitarianism which created fascism, racism,
communism, totalitarianism, and giving rise to world demagogues who dragged the humanity into two world wars at the
expense of more than 100 million Deaths and trillions in economic loss. And now the lie tree became dense forest
sprouting atheism, moral bankruptcy, family values demise, teenage pregnancy and violence, ..etc. And despite the vast
advancement in science which shows crystal clear invalidity of evolution and millions of years, e.g.; Mitochondrial Eve,
Y-Chromosome Adam, Population bottleneck, Blood & soft tissues in numerous old fossils, ..etc. this devious theory
infiltrates all textbooks from Kindergarten to highest education levels and beyond as facts. Wow for us if we do not curb
this evil teaching which already converting our culture into a nihilistic one.
12/28/2019
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CURRENT SITUATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Church attendance in England dropped to 5% in the 20th Century.
A 10-year-old study showed in 40 years it will drop further to 0.5%.
Europe tailgate England, America is not far behind.
All indications show clearly the only reason is the kids' indoctrination into evolution,
millions of years old earth, and Bible distrust.
The media, TV, books, culture, ..etc. are evolution-promoting material.
85-95% of our kids attend same public schools and are subject
to the same nihilistic culture.
2 out of 3 kids will quit Church in first college year.
They start departing mentally in middle if not grammar school.
12/28/2019
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ROOT CAUSE
• The devil is repeating his old trick: “Now the serpent was more
subtle than any beast of the field which the LORD God had made.
And he said unto the woman, “Yea, hath God said, ‘Ye shall not eat
of every tree of the garden’?” Genesis 3:1.
• Even in PK and K the very popular dinosaur kids
books starts with “millions of years ago …”
• Evolution poisons textbooks cover-to-cover.
• Kids grow with these fallacies impregnating their
brains as facts.
12/28/2019
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• The school teaches biology, chemistry, geology , algebra, ..etc.
• All subjects are evolution and billions of year-old earth, all as
facts although none is proven.
• The Church teaches love, kindness, joy, …. All spiritual issues.
• Sunday school teaches the Bible as stories, not as real history.
• The kids' mindset gets fixated that the school teaches facts and
the Church teaches fiction.
12/28/2019
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Education

Church
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CONSEQUENCES
• Sooner or later the kids recognize the “so-called facts” taught in school contradict the creation and earth age mentioned
in the Church in Genesis 1-11.
• Kids start to ask questions but they get little or no answers because parents are not capable of defending their faith
scientifically and the Church lift science to school and is busy teaching spiritualties forgetting that Jesus did not
neglect the “earthly” things:” If I have told you earthly things, and ye believe not, how shall ye believe, if I tell you of
heavenly things?” John 3:12.
• Kids slowly stop asking questions and become indoctrinated in evolution and billion years old universe.
• Church tries disparately to teach “trust in Jesus”, “Jesus died to save us”, “Jesus redeemed us”, … but slowly the doubt
started in Genesis 1-11 creeps to the rest of the Bible.
• Kids get lost in the nihilistic-based education institutes.
12/28/2019
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CONSEQUENCES
On individual level:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abandoning Church and Atheism skyrockets,
Teen pregnancy skyrockets,
kids kill kids skyrockets,
School shootings skyrockets,
Drug abuse skyrockets,
Street gangs' violence skyrockets,
Teen suicide skyrockets,
Criminal behavior skyrockets,
Family values demise skyrockets,
Partial birth abortion skyrockets,
Homosexual behavior skyrockets, …ETC.

Columbine school:
Eric Harris (left) and Dylan Klebold
(right) 15 killed + 24 injured

12/28/2019
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CONSEQUENCES
On International level:
• Communism soared,
• Nazism soared,
• Racism soared,
• World order soared,
• Two devastating world wars,

• Countless local wars,
• Hijacking,
• Increased waste of resources on weapons
spending,
• Rise of ethnic cleansings,
• Gay marriage legalized,
• Euthanasia is no longer a noo , ..ETC.
12/28/2019
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CAN WE HELP OUR
FUTURE GENERATION?
• YES: Start from the basics, with all ages however on different capacity levels.
• Teach that the Bible talks about heavenly, spiritual, moral, godly things. It has to be the jumping board augmented by science as
appropriate.
• Also the Bible talks about earthly things because those spiritual things are founded in the earthly things.
• Jesus told Nekomimis: :”If I have told you earthly things, and ye believe not, how shall ye believe, if I tell you of heavenly
things?” John 3:12.
• Show that the Bible includes History, Geology, Biology, Anthropology, Astronomy, ..etc. before science did discovered them
(will be handled in future researches).
• Show that the history, prophecy, biology, anthropology, ..etc. in the Bible are correct likewise the spirituals like virgin birth,
incarnation, redemption, atonement, forgiveness, judgement, paradise, hell, ..etc. and moral values got to be correct too.
12/28/2019
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BIBLE GEOLOGY
Worldwide flood:
• Over 270 different native legends worldwide of a single
family of eight survived a flood in a boat.
• Billions of dead things, buried in rock layers, laid down by
water, all over the earth.
• Marine fossils and salty lakes on top of mountains.
• The Bible gave dimensions of the ark which were proven
perfect for best combination of safety, stability, and
comfort. These dimensions are adopted by ship designers
specially for large vessels.
• Schools, museums, media, .. all teach there was no
worldwide flood making the Bible wrong. We have to
teach proofs of Noah worldwide flood.
See also Slide #39.
12/28/2019
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BIBLE BIOLOGY
• “..in the image of God created He him; male and female created He them.”
Genesis 1:27.
• “After his kind” Genesis 1 (layman’s DNA) TEN TIMES.
• “And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and
the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the
earth: and it was so.” Genesis 1:12
• “I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made: marvelous are
thy works; and that my soul knoweth right well.” Psalm 139:14
• Evolution teaches one kind of animal evolves into another kind, so making
the Bible biology wrong!
• The Bible is not science book however whenever science is mentioned it
nailed it right before since gets it.

12/28/2019
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BIBLE ANTHROPOLOGY
• Mitochondria DNA (mtDNA): sequence researches comparing mutation rates between human
females’ Mitochondrial DNA has concluded that the sequence trees stem back from 3 nodes
(Noah 3 sons’ wives) which go further back to one female only (Mitochondria Eve) (AiG),
6,000 years ago.
• The same with the male Y-chromosome, all human race came from one man (Adam) 6,000
years ago.
• See also: 101 evidences for a young age of the earth and the universe (101 evidences ).
• The Bible teaches therefore there is One Race only came from a man made from dust and his
wife made from his rip. Babel tower mentioned in the Bible show the origin of languages when
God confused the language of the builder and each group migrated together.
• The origin of language .
• Evolution teaches we came from apes making the Bible anthropology wrong!

6,000 languages—only one source!
12/28/2019
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Was There a Real Tower of Babel?
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BIBLE ASTRONOMY
• The Bible teaches God created time, space, and matter on day one. Genesis 1:1
“In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.”
• Atmosphere on day two.
• Dry land and plants on day three.
• Sun, moon, and stars on day four.
• Sea & flying creatures on day five.
• Land animals and man on day six.
• Evolution teaches the big bang made the sun and stars explode out of nothing.
• It teaches the earth came after the sun thus making the Bible astrology wrong!
12/28/2019
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DOUBT IN ONE DOUBT IN ALL
Once doubt and unbelief crept to earthly things it is inevitable
to doubt the spiritual things which require more faith.

X

X X X

(SPIRITALLY)

(EARTHLY)

12/28/2019
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JESUS GENEALOGY IS
EARTHLY
• Jesus genealogy is
earthly.
• Given to us to materialize
to us that Jesus is
descendent of Adam thus
He is kin relative and
therefore He can redeem
us. He is the last Adam.

• If we doubt this how can
we be sure of salvation.
See also slide #52.
Credit: AiG
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THE ROCK OF AGES
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OUR FALL AND THE BIBLE
• At the end of the sixth creation day when God finished Creation: “And God saw
everything that he had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the evening and the
morning were the sixth day.” Genesis 1:31.
• This means there are no diseases, no death, no fossils, Lucifer did not fall yet, no thorns
or thistles, Adam didn’t sin yet, .. etc. Adam was living in garden of Eden.
• Sin/Corruption came after this. When? The Bible didn’t mention.
• The period creation-to-sin can’t be more than 130 years. When Adam begat Seth his age
was reported first time. The new and only couple must have eaten of the knowledge fruit
before Cain and Abel were born because Genesis didn’t mention them before sin.
• Lucifer fell before Adam sinned but logically after the sixth day of creation.
12/28/2019
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OUR FALL AND THE BIBLE
• I believe the age of Adam of 130 years are counted since he was created irrespective of how long he lived in garden of Eden.
• All of these and the following history pointers are the background of geology, anthropology, biology, and astronomy.
• After this the CORRUPTION continued to increase till God found it is necessary to start allover by bringing
CATASTROPHIC worldwide flood to end the life of man and air breathing animals “And the LORD said, I will destroy man
whom I have created from the face of the earth; both man, and beast, and the creeping thing, and the fowls of the air; for it
repenteth me that I have made them.” Genesis 6:7.
• After the flood, the people started to build a tower at Babel and God CONFUSED them by making them talk different languages
forcing them to spread into groups each of one language. This was the beginning of the different languages.
• Creation, Corruption (the Fall of man), Catastrophe (Noah's Flood), Confusion (the Tower of Babel), CHRIST,
CROSS and CONSUMMATION.
12/28/2019
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OUR FALL AND THE BIBLE
• Jesus CHRIST stepped into that history to redeem the man.
• Jesus paid the price of man’s sin on the CROSS.
• One day there will be new heaven and new earth when God CONSUMES the current earth and heaven “And I saw a new heaven and a new
earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away; and there was no more sea.”
Revelation 21:1.

12/28/2019
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DINOSAURS AND THE BIBLE
• The word dinosaur (terrible lizard) is not mentioned in the Bible
because it is 17th Century word. Paleontologist Richard Owen coined
the term dinosaur in 1842.
• Dinosaurs are land reptile animals therefore they were created on the
6th day.
• Dinosaurs lived with people, there are thousands of ancient artifacts
with their pictures on them.
• They were vegetarian before the flood “And to every beast of the
earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to everything that creepeth
upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have given every green herb for
meat: and it was so.” Genesis 1:30
12/28/2019
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DINOSAURS AND THE BIBLE
• There were no death in the garden of Eden except the animal which God slayed to clothe Adam and Eve after they sinned
just before He kicked them out. “Unto Adam also and to his wife did the Lord God make coats of skins, and clothed
them.“ Genesis 3:21.
• Any dinosaur fossils must have died after sin, this explains why many have tumors and animal bones in their stomachs.
Naturally some dinosaur species fossils do not have animal bones in their stomachs because not all of them became
carnivores.
• Some fossils still have blood and blood vessels and collagen.
• God called dinosaurs “Behemoth “ Behold now Behemoth, which I made with thee; he eateth grass as an ox. ..etc.” Job
40:15-24.
• Dinosaurs “kind” like all other air breathing animal and bird kinds were on Noah’s Ark “Of fowls after their kind, and of
cattle after their kind, of every creeping thing of the earth after his kind, two of every sort shall come unto thee, to keep
them alive.” Genesis 6:20.
12/28/2019
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DINOSAURS AND THE BIBLE
• The average size of dinosaurs was as a sheep, Noah
should have taken babies anyway.
• The biggest dinosaur egg is the size of football, so is
the newborns.
• There are many legends of heroes and saints’ history
of slaying dragons, which is one of the Bible names
of the dinosaurs.
• When kids ask dinosaurs questions the Church
answers: Don’t worry about that, just trust in Jesus
anyway.
12/28/2019
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Anasazi dino pic

Hieroglyphic letter “glyph”

Ica stones supposedly from a pre1500-A.D. Inca civilization.

St. George slays the dragon.

Acambaro-iguanadon-hi-res-clean

Nebuchadnezzar Ishtar Gate

Protoceratops dinosaur.

Dogon tribesman riding a long-necked,
long-tailed reptilian creature
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THE SCHOOL KICKED
CHRISTIANITY OUT
• The school throw out not only creation but also God, ten commandments, prayers, Bible, morals, ..etc.
• It teaches kids you don’t need God for creation, everything living came from the rock.
• The school did not only through Christianity out, but it replaced Christianity by a different religion,
religion of naturalism or atheism.
• The school dishonestly teaches the Bible biology, geology, astronomy, anthropology are not true attacking the foundation of Christianity.
Without Christianity there is no Christian morals as ironically admitted by Nietzsche who popularized “God is dead” . See also “Progress
and Polytheism: Building morality on evolutionary foundations? ”

• The kids come to the Church where they play with friends, hear nice stories, never real history nor science nor biology or anthropology.
• The kids get used to learn scientific facts in the school, while Church is for spiritualties only!.
12/28/2019
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THE DAWN OF
UNIFORMITARIANISM
• Satan is repeating his dirty trick of Gen 3:1 again as St. Paul predicted: “But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtilty, so
your minds should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ.” 2 Cor 11:2
• Doubting the word of God started in the 17th Century when the idea of millions of years got popularized. Specially when James Hutton published his book
“Theory of the Earth” in 1795 making the people think that the earth is millions of years old.
• He was followed up by Charles Lyell who published his book “Principals of Geology” in 1830 making the people doubt Noah worldwide flood.
• The final blow came by Charles Darwin who published his book "On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favored
Races in the Struggle for Life“ in 1859.
• These three books and other literature during the revolution period switched the paradigm of every science and literature from young earth to very old
earth, this paradigm is called uniformitarianism.
• This was prophesized in the Bible: “And saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were
from the beginning of the creation.” 2 Peter 3:3-6.
12/28/2019
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CHURCH MIS-RESPONSE
TO UNIFORMITARIANISM
• Unfortunately, most Church nominations raced to re-interpret the Bible to accommodate millions of years instead of standing by the authority of the Bible
and challenge the uniformitarianism.
• Then came the big bang, which ironically was hypothesized in 1927 by Georges Lemaître, French priest, with the purpose of describing how God could
have created the world from nothing, exnihilate. The theory later was hijacked by countless scientists with the aim to rule God out of creation.

• And nippily the Universities which were established originally as seminaries to graduate priests and preachers became temples for naturalistic religion
whose liberal faculty whose only Holy grail is to chase Christianity and God all the way out of public life.
• Creation, prayers, Bible, Christian morals, decency, joy, faithfulness, love, kindness, faith, peace, and forbearance got replaced by evolution, teen
pregnancy, kids killing kids, School shootings, drug abuse, Street gangs violence, Teen suicide, Criminal behavior, Family values demise, Homosexual
behavior, gay marriage, euthanasia, pornography, abortion even up to birth, adultery, ..etc.
• Even some individuals in England are calling to legalize killing enfants under certain age by their parent. And history tells us United states follows the
leader when it comes to nihilism. No wonder, if we were animals what is wrong of getting rid of other animals whom we judge do not deserve living.
12/28/2019
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CHURCH MIS-RESPONSE
TO UNIFORMITARIANISM
• Before long uniformitarianism paradigm invaded the Church, she tried not to appear
antagonistic to science, and started splitting hairs to reinterpret the Bible in a way to conform
with alleged science of old earth and universe, instead of standing with the inerrant word of
God she produced several theories:
• Local Flood: Noah's Flood could be a local event.
• Theistic Evolution: God may’ve used evolution for creation.
• Gap Theory: Eon of ages passed between Genesis 1:1 and 1:2.
• Progressive Creation: Millions of years separated the (miraculous) appearance of the
various kinds of living things.
• Framework Hypothesis: Genesis 1:1-2:4 give us no information about how or when
God did the chronicles of creation, it is just a tale of creation.
• Day Age Theory: Each “day” represented in the Creation week is eons of ages.
• The Church does not follow: “ But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts: and be ready always
to give an answer to every man that asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you with
meekness and fear:” 1 Peter 3:15.
12/28/2019
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CHRISTIANITY
ANSWERS ARE SIMPLE
Sample of challenging questions our kids may face inside the classroom and should know their Biblical answers:
• Q: Noah ark can’t take all animal pairs.
A: Noah did not have to take a pair of each species, just a pair of each kind, about 1,000 kinds only. He logically took babies because they are smaller,
eat less, and sleep more. There was enough space even to take 7 pairs of some animals. The total Ark capacity is more than 570 standard stock cars used
on a typical railroad.
• Q: Not enough water to cover the earth?
A: There is, if you flatten the mountains and raise the ocean floors as the case was before the flood there is enough water to cover the earth with depth of
2 miles. There are marine fossils on top of mountain Everest. Incidentally it was not as high as it is now, it was raised as result of the flood. “They go up
by the mountains; they go down by the valleys unto the place which you have founded for them.” Psalm 104:8. As a matter of fact it was discovered
recently that in the earth mantel (the layer of hot rock between the earth’s surface and its core) there is vast amount of water equal three times all the water
in all the oceans, sees, lakes, and rivers. This is another confirmation for the science in the Bible: “For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word
of God the heavens were of old, and the earth standing out of the water and in the water:” 2 Peter 3:5
• Q: Natural selection and survival for the fittest produce evolution?
A: That is not evolution, it is just nature of the falling world. However, both weed out incompetent individuals/species, they do not create new kinds.
12/28/2019
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CHRISTIANITY:
ANSWERS ARE SIMPLE
• Q: Where did Cain get his wife?
A: His sister, the DNA pool was so pure and there were no problem marrying relatives.
• Q: How about caveman?
A: All the fossils that were claimed to be missing links got proved wrong:
1.

1920 Nebraska Man: Man built around extinct pig’s tooth.

2.

Ramapithecus: Fossil built fraudulently around baboon skull.

3.

Piltdown Man: Fraud, a skull from a modern human and a jawbone and teeth from

4.
5.

Neanderthal Man : Found to be not different from us.
Lucy: built around just few piece of skull and skeleton of an extinct ape.

an orangutan. The teeth had been filed down to make them look human.

12/28/2019
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• Q: What about Grand Canyon?
A: The Noah flood lift behind a huge lake in the
large area of the local neighboring states in the
Moabi desert (Wyoming, Colorado, Utah and New
Mexico). The Colorado River the watershed of
this lake. The lake was held by a circle of
mountains chain as a wall/dam. A breach in this
wall due to Kaibab uplift caused the rapid draining
of the whole lake forming the Grand Canyon
possibly in period of few weeks if not days. See
also slide #58.
12/28/2019
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ATTACKS AND NO
DEFENSE

• Can the Bible really be trusted in scientific world?
• It is being constantly bombarded by Evolution, Ape-men, Millions of years, No global flood, …etc.
• And the response of the Church: Don’t worry about these things, just trust in Jesus. The Church disconnected
herself from science!
12/28/2019
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THE RESULTS

• The problem we disconnected The Bible from history, geology, biology, astronomy, and anthropology.
• The Church accepted fallible science meanwhile isolated herself.
• Consequently all Christian world view was replaced by secular moralities.
• When Church tried to re-instate morals the world responded: Stop imposing your views on me you narrow minded bigoted people.
12/28/2019
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The Bible gave many advise on many life activities, some will be touched upon here, others will have their own presentations.
Example of dietary guidance in the Bible:
• “And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to
you it shall be for meat. And to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to everything that creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have given
every green herb for meat: and it was so.” Genesis 1:29-30.
• Man and animals were vegetarian. “And God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which is
the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat.” Genesis 1:29..
• Only after the flood both ate meat. All the fossils show bones inside the stomach therefore death came only after sin. This confirms perfectly with the Bible: “Every
moving thing that lives shall be food for you. And as I gave you the green plants, I give you everything.” Genesis 9:3. God allowed eating meat, which is less healthy than
vegetarian food, because the humans and animals became further from innocence and became wilder.
• Eating shouldn’t be our prime concern: “So, whether you eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God.” 1 Corinthians 10:31.
• God advices against cholesterol and microbes: “Speak to the people of Israel, saying, You shall eat no fat, of ox or sheep or goat. The fat of an animal that dies of itself
and the fat of one that is torn by beasts may be put to any other use, but on no account shall you eat it.” Leviticus 7:23.
• God advices against excessive alcohol and gluttony: “Be not among drunkards or among gluttonous eaters of meat, for the drunkard and the glutton will come to poverty,
and slumber will clothe them with rags.” Proverbs 23:20-21.
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CHRISTIANITY AND DEATH
Death is just transition from the falling world to live in the everlasting splendid living with God, examples:
• Jesus is the resurrection and life: “Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection, and the life: he that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet
shall he live: And whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never die. Believest thou this?” John 11:25-26.
• Jesus is our first priority whether we are living or dead: “For whether we live, we live unto the Lord; and whether we die, we die unto the
Lord: whether we live therefore, or die, we are the Lord’s.” Romans 14:8.
• We will join Him: “For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of
God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first: Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds, to meet
the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord.” 1 Thessalonians 4:16-17.
• Our life now is under the shadow of death: “Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou art
with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.” Psalm 23:4
• Death is gain: “For to me to live is Christ, and to die is gain.” Philippians 1:21.
• Adam brought death and Jesus removed it: “For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive.” 1 Corinthians 15:22
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CHRISTIANITY AND
DEATH
• Although we rebilled against God and told Him we don’t need you He still loves us
and He redeemed us, He gave us just a taste of living without Him.
• Adam is the head of the human race; we did what he did: Rebellion.
• God killed at least one animal (mostly a sheep) to clothe Adam and Eve. He could
have created clothes for them, but He is teaching us to cover our shame and sin we
need bloody sacrifice.
• “ For the life of the flesh is in the blood: and I have given it to you upon the altar to
make an atonement for your souls: for it is the blood that maketh an atonement for
the soul.” Leviticus 17:11
• “And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her
seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.” Genesis 3:15 the whole
Bible in nutshell.
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CHRISTIANITY AND
DEATH

Putting pain, death, suffering, thorns, ..etc.
before sin makes the sin harmless to man. It
makes the cross and the salvation meaningless.

If Adam and Eve lived in falling world and the
sin won’t harm them any more why would they
obey God?

45

The Bible state it right, by Adam sin the earth
was cursed, and man was kicked out of God
presence and needed salvation which was given
by the blood of Jesus.
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CHRISTIANITY AND
DEATH
In creation death is temporary part of
life and will be thrown to bottomless pit.

In evolution death is part of life and will
be always part of life.
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CHRISTIANITY AND
DEATH
• For Christianity death considered “sleep”.
• It is a promotion from living in cursed world to eternal life
with God.
• Philippians 1:21: “For to me to live is Christ, and to die is
gain.”
Philippians 1:23: “For I am in a strait betwixt two, having a
desire to depart, and to be with Christ; which is far better:”
• We brought it to ourselves by Satan’s deceit and Adam’s
rebellious fall for it.
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CHRISTIANITY AND
DEATH
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CHRISTIANITY AND
DEATH
• For evolution death is the end of everything, life, hopes, future,
past, plans, ..etc. all gone forever.
• Evolutionists helplessly grief death as it is explained in 1
Thessalonians 4:13: “But I would not have you to be ignorant,
brethren, concerning them which are asleep, that ye sorrow not,
even as others which have no hope.“
• Disasters don’t remind evolutionist of man’s sin but is another
reason to blame a God he does not believe in anyway.
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CHRISTIANITY AND DEATH
• Death is normal in abnormal world.
• As Christian you will be totally cured when you
die.
• Christianity gives the right perspective.
• Evolution indoctrination makes kids lose any
concept of sin, need for salvation, message of
the cross, the blood of Jesus, redemption,
everlasting life, life after death either with God
or away from God, being different than
animals, life sanctity, God’s commandment,
…etc.
• Likewise morals become pointless.
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CHRISTIANITY AND THE
CALENDAR
• Birth of the Lord Jesus divided the whole world calendar to Before Christ and After Christ (PC & AC).
• Many scholars; e.g. James Ussher, Archbishop of Armagh (4 January 1581–21 March 1656), used Genesis, Chronicles 1&2,
Kings 1&2, Ezra, Nehemiah, Luke, and Matthewα as well as the documented secular history to build Biblical history timeline.
From this timeline we find the flood started 1,656, Jesus was born about 4,000 , and the year 2020 starting in few days will be
6,020 years after creation week.

α)There is The uncertainty of 1 years for each date found by year only because it must have been rounded up or down.

neglected.

This uncertainty can be safely
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CHRISTIANITY AND THE
CALENDAR

Credit: Jesus Genealogy according to Matthew

Credit: Jesus Genealogy according to Luke
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WORLD CHRONOLOGY

Credit: Timeline showing the lineage of people in the Christian Bible.
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EVOLUTIONISTS WHINING
Evolutionists lose the perspective of life. They blame the fallen world on a God whom they do not believe in anyway. They can’t understand that this
world is not as God intended it to be but as we messed it up. (Charles Templeton is the Billy Graham of the 1950’s. He lost his faith after he was taught
millions of years in Princeton Seminary after he led in his crusades thousands if not millions to God!)
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EVOLUTIONISTS WHINING
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EVOLUTIONISTS WHINING
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EVOLUTION AND
MILLIONS OF YEARS
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• Evolutionists love to use millions of years. But what is the evidence?
• Stalactites and stalagmites found growing in very short times, like in Lincoln memorial monument ones. In
1977, just about 63 years after construction in 1914, the seeping mineral water in the basement had already
formed 7 feet long Stalactites. Natural ones in the tavern do not need millions of years.
• They are formed when carbonite acid formed by rainwater and dead leaves dissolve limestone and seeps
through the cave cracks. Such formation was abundant during and after the worldwide Noah flood.

Ref. & Credit: The “cave” under the Lincoln Memorial: Washington, D.C.

Credit: 9 Reasons Why You Should Visit Cancún at Least Once in Your Lifetime
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EVOLUTION AND
GRAND CANYON
•
•

•

For Centuries, all geologists never doubted that it was
formed by one global flood, Noah’s flood.
Evidences are undisputable e.g.: Sediment layers laid like
pancakes without erosion in between, canyon’s wall has
the same patina thickness top to bottom, falling stones at
the bottom consistent with 4,500 years duration, Colorado
River entry to the canyon is over 4,000 feet lower than the
canyon’s highest point, Colorado river didn’t form delta in
the Pacific Ocean meaning all the canyon was carved in
very short time (days or weeks), radiometric dating of all
the layers shows they were laid the same time, the island
formed by the Colorado silt is no more than 1% of the
canyon’s volume ....etc.
The Kaibab uplift caused cracks at the top in the still soft
sedimentation layers. These cracks started a spillway for
the huge lake formed by the flood carving the Grand
Canyon in weeks if not days.

•

Very large lake formed by the flood then drained when a breach in the containing dam cracked at the top due to the
Kaibab uplift.

•

Just happened 1982 when Mount St. Hellen volcano erupted, the mud slide formed a 1:40 grand canyon model in 3
days.
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Mount st. Helens explains grand canyon
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Please click on the picture to see the play button
Credit: mount-st-helens-explains-grand-canyon

Note: Video snippets are played by clicking their boxes to display the play button, however the PDF file may not support this, a link is added to be used in this case
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EVOLUTION AND
GRAND CANYON
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• Grand Canyon was
not formed by little
bit of water and
millions of years.
• The layers were
deposited by the
flood.
• The same layers are
seen in many places
across the world as an
indication of
worldwide flood.
• The Bible’s Noah
history is a
collaboration between
Bible history and
geology.
See also page #58.
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SECULAR AND BIBLICAL
GLASSES
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• What you believe about history determines your morality and salvation.
• If you believe the history as given by the Bible, you will have your
principals and ideals stimming out of the Biblical teachings.
• If you believe your ancestors are apes your morals and ideals are man
made and governed by greed and lust., there is no absolutes.
• All the kids are taught erroneously that the difference between our
genome and the apes’ is very small, also it has many commonalities with
the fruit fly’s.
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• A kid who is taught he came from animal and his genome is very similar
to fruit fly would have a very unhealthy and low self esteem.
• But this is not all, he would think human is not much worthy than flies.
As you get rid of flies you can get rid of human too.
• We saw this in the rise in abortion, school shootings, disrespect of others,
greed, …etc.
• “In those days there was no king in Israel: every man did that which was
right in his own eyes.” Judges 21:25.
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WHAT SKY-ROCKETED 
Just considering the school violence
from 1996 to august 2019, 264 and
counting. These are the only reported
ones in the USA and the world.
Ref: Timeline of Worldwide School
and Mass Shootings.
• Teen pregnancy sky-rocketed,
• Abortion sky-rocketed,
• Divorce sky-rocketed,
• Drug abuse sky-rocketed,
• Etc. ..etc. ..etc… etc… etc…:(
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SECULAR AND BIBLICAL
GLASSES

Evolution

Nietzsche prophesized it in 1888: You can’t have Christian morals without Christianity. The percentage of Christians who
believe in absolutes is down to 9%! He was right though he was atheist.
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THE CHURCH AND THE
BATTLE
The problem is summarized in Psalm 11:3: “If
the foundations be destroyed, what can the
righteous do?”. The enemy destroyed the
Church foundation and the Church swallowed
the bait.
The solution is given in Isaiah 58:12: “ And they
that shall be of thee shall build the old waste
places: thou shalt raise up the foundations of
many generations; and thou shalt be called, The
repairer of the breach, The restorer of paths to
dwell in.” the Church has to start over and
rebuild the foundation of the faith.
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THE CHURCH AND THE
BATTLE

• The battle is very old however it started to heat up in the 17th century.
• The first raid was the millions of years and the Church did not care because it was not directed at the cross. But the enemy is too smart to be
that blunt and invoke resistance by aiming at the cross.
• The Church did not worry because the cross was still standing. PTO
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THE CHURCH AND THE
BATTLE
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• If the cross was hit directly the Church would have been much alert and resistive.
• The roots which is Genesis 1-11 got damaged and the cross started to lean down.
• The 6-day creation and young age earth principle started to be questionable.
• Evolution, ape-men, age dating methods, ..etc. attacks followed Successively. The Church in stead of resisting she started to re-interpret the Bible to keep up with
science giving birth to the theories: Gap, day age, Local flood, Theistic evolution, Progressive creation, and Framework hypothesis. PTO
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THE CHURCH AND THE
BATTLE CONTINUED

• The Church tried disparately to hang in by accepting parts/all evolution, ape-man, age dating methods, no global flood, … saying it is OK so
long you trust in Jesus.
• Once the foundation in Genesis got doubtful the whole Bible authority became questionable too.
• NEWS FLASH! CREATION Outlawed in School. PTO
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THE CHURCH AND THE
BATTLE CONTINUED

•
•
•
•
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NEWS FLASH! PRAYER Outlawed in School.
NEWS FLASH! TEN COMMANDMENT Outlawed in School.
The church concentrated teachings on morals, love, joy, self control, trust in Jesus, ..etc.
The Church does not teach any of the Bible geology, history, anthropology,
chemistry, … etc. and leaves secular science racks havoc allover the world.
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THE CHURCH AND THE
BATTLE
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• The Church has to get back to the Genesis and to rebuild the foundation.
• The Church has to continue teaching Genesis to build healthy line of defense “apologetics” against any new attacks.
• Under this protective umbrella of defense the Church will regain the Bible authenticity, authority, and inerrancy.
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CONCLUSION
The culture in the Western countries had lost it traditional Christian foundations.
Statistics show by first year in college 75% of the youth will leave the Church.
The Coptic Church youth in the Western countries are subject to the same conditions.
The reason is that Satan had opted to his old trick in Genesis 3:1 and enlisted new serpents like James Hutton (Theory of the
Earth), Charles Lyle (Principals of Geology) and Charles Darwin (The Evolution) to wear down the foundation in Genesis 1-11.
• The invasion was the baseless millions of years old earth and evolution fallacy into all facets of science.
•
•
•
•
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CONCLUSION
• Although almost all the evidences are against these two fallacies all public schools, universities, media, museums, books, literature, ..etc.
are forcefully saturating all education and culture institutes KG to PD levels with these fallacies as facts.
• The Church, which was the originator of all these education institutes, did not face the attacks. On the contrary many Church leaders
twisted the word of God to accommodate some if not all these two fallacies.
• Once the doubt crept to the foundation of the Christianity represented in Genesis 1-11 it spread the rest of the Christian principles.

• Systematically the culture replaced the centuries long absolutes given by the word of God by manmade relative morals.
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CONCLUSION
• On individual level this resulted in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abandoning Church and Atheism sky rockets,
Teen pregnancy sky rockets,
kids kill kids sky rockets,
School shootings sky rockets,
Drug abuse sky rockets,
Street gangs violence sky rockets,
Teen suicide sky rockets,
Criminal behavior sky rockets,
Family values demise sky rockets,
Homosexual behavior sky rockets, …ETC.
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CONCLUSION
• On national/International level this resulted in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communism rise
Nazism rise
Racism rise
World order rise
Two devastating world wars
Countless local wars
Hijacking
Increased waste of resources on weapons spending
Rise of ethnic cleansings
Gay marriage legalized
Euthanasia is no longer a noo noo, ..ETC.
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CONCLUSION
Gaining the culture back is a very difficult long but certainly possible process, concentrated mostly on getting
back to the basics of science as touched upon in the Bible Genesis 1-11:
• Geology: as the earth was revamped by worldwide flood, the Noah Ark, Grand Canyon, ..
• Biology: as given by creation of plants, fish, birds, animals each after its kind.
Show that Noah ark was enough to carry a pair of each kind of animal, no need for the different species of each kind.
Show that the Bible talked in details about the dinosaurs. Show that the earth cannot be older thousands of years, never
billions.
• Anthropology: as shown creation of Adam and Eve the origin of all human, corruption by sin, confusion in Babel tower,
spread to many nations. Show that all humans are just one race with different shades of one color: brown.
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CONCLUSION

•
•
•
•

• There is many incidents where the Bible touched upon science and it was every time correct even though science might
have not known it yet. Teach these incidents as well as teach spiritualties to show Bible inerrancy to gain trust in it.
• Teach the Bible not only as spiritual book but also has real true correct history records.
• Show that all so-called missing link are hoax (shown in another part of this presentation).
• Teach apologetics.
The Church stopped teaching herself.
The Christian world view was replaced by secular immoralities.
When the Church tried to attack the abortion, euthanasia, gay marriage, …etc. the world responded : Stop imposing your views
on me you narrow minded bigoted people.
The Church teaches death is the result of sin while the world teaches death is a part of normal life.
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CONCLUSION
• There was no death until Adam sinned (arguably during his first 110 years of life).

• Before sin there was no death nether in man nor animals not birds or fishes.
• All animal fossils show diseases and bones in the stomachs. Diseases are possible after the sin but bones inside the stomachs are possible
only after the flood.
• Death for Christians is a joyful transition, for secular it the end of life, hope, plans, ..etc.
• The world is fallen imperfect world, new earth and heaven will replace it after the second coming.
• Stalactites don’t need millions of years to form, could be just decades or even less.

• Grand Canyon was the result of sudden draining of a huge lake covering several current day states when a breach in containing mountains
took place. It could have been built in few weeks if not days like what happened 1989 at St. Helena volcano.
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CONCLUSION
• Worldwide flood will cause billions of dead things, buried in rock layers, laid down by water, all over the earth. This is exactly what we
see.
• What you believe about history shapes your principles and ideals.
• Kids are taught that human genome is to close to chimpanzee and has many commonalities with the fruit fly’s.
• You can’t teach a kid he came from animal and expect him not to behave like animals.
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QUIZ
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When did the Christian culture start to lose ground? Why?
What is the similarity between the reason of losing the culture now and the man sin in garden of Eden?
What is the expected youth loss percentage?
Why the Coptic youth can be lost too?
Is this correct statement: the Church teaches science and facts.
Is this correct statement: the school teaches spirituals.
What is the individual results of losing the Christian culture?
What is the national/international results of losing the Christian culture?
Name three school shootings caused by the secular culture.
List 4 course of actions to help our youth.
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QUIZ

CONTINUED

• How you use Bible global flood to show Bible inerrancy.

• How you use Bible creation/biology to show Bible inerrancy.
• How you use Bible babel tower to show Bible anthropology accurate.
• How you use Bible creation of Adam and Eve to show Bible inerrancy.

• List differences between Bible astronomy and big bang.
• List differences between Bible creation and evolution.
• Apply ”12 If I have told you earthly things, and ye believe not, how shall ye believe, if I tell you of heavenly things?” John 3:12 to the
Church negative attitude towards Bible science
• Apart of Divinity of God, why the Bible should be considered more accurate than science predictions of the past?
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QUIZ
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CONTINUED

How Babel tower explains the anthropology of the world (creating nations)?
Explain briefly the 7 C’s of the Bible history.
Are the dinosaurs mentioned in the Bible?
What proves the dinosaurs can’t be millions of years ago?
Did man live with the dinosaurs? Explain.
What happened to the schools when they throw out Christian culture?
What is the circular definition in the geological column?
Answer this skeptical question: Noah ark can’t take all animal pairs.
Answer this skeptical question: what about Natural selection?
Answer this skeptical question: Not enough water to cover the earth?
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QUIZ
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CONTINUED

Answer this skeptical question: Where did Cain get his wife?
Answer this skeptical question: How about caveman?
Answer this skeptical question: What about Grand Canyon?
Answer this skeptical question: if God is so good why he allowed 9/11?
Why the animal fossils can’t be before Adam?
Which animal fossils can’t be before the flood?
What is death to Christian?
What is death to non-Christian?
Who made the first killing and where and why?
How Stalactites are formed and give proof they do not need millions of years to form.
How can the Church fix the damage evolution and millions of years caused in the society.
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